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Bellas Festas Buon Natale
Merry Christmas

Frohe Weihnachten               Joyeux Noël!
'STAMPS' FOR MAIL DELIVERED BY PRIVATE COMPANIES

In the  article  'More  Potential  Collecting  Areas',  on  the  cover  page of  the September  edition  of  the 
Newsletter, your Editor asked if members knew if any private postal service companies in Switzerland 
had permission to design and print their own 'stamps' to be used on mail delivered by them (as was the 
case in New Zealand). Just a week later a clue to the answer landed on the Editor's desk in the form of 
the latest copy of Zumstein's journal, the 'Berner Briefmarken Zeitung BBZ'.  An article by N. Wladinetz 
seems to suggest that the first  such 'stamps' appeared on some Swiss mail this year ! The full article, 
kindly translated for us by Eric Lienhard, is set out below :

“First “Postage Stamp” from a Private Postal Service Provider.

Private postal service providers have been able to take part in the letter 
market in Switzerland since the Parliament liberalised the letter post 
five  years  ago.  On  1st July  2009  the  monopoly  on  letters  weighing 
between 50gms. and 100gms. was eased, resulting in approximately 
25% of sendings also being open to private carriers. Quickmail AG from 
St.  Gallen,  which  operates  in  the  direct  marketing  and  dispatch 
business, was the first private concern in Switzerland which, since the 
opening  up  of  the  letter  market,  delivers  addressed  mail.  For  this 
however,  a  concession  from  the  Government  is  necessary  entitling 
private postal service providers to issue their own postage stamps.

On 26th May 2011 Quickmail AG issued the first 'postage stamp' for a 
private postal provider (in Switzerland),  thereby proving that postage 
stamps are a prominent method of indicating to the recipient that the 

letter is important and to elicit greater awareness. The “block stamp” shows a letter drawn in the sand at 
the seashore with the firm's logo, but without the country name (see illustration). The number issued with 
the fantasy value of SFr.2.50 is 10,000. The vignette is cancelled with the firm's canceller, with the date 
but no time. Quickmail AG plans its own issue programme for the future.”

A host of questions arise - Should such slips of paper be called 'postage stamps', vignettes or something 
else ? Will  they be accepted for  inclusion in standard stamp catalogues ? If  they become common 
practice globally,  how are collectors going to 'keep pace'  ? Will  they lead to a revival  of  interest  in 
philately or put people off ? (Editor)

The Society has been able to publish this article thanks to the kind permission of Zumstein & Cie, Propr. 
Hertsch & Co. © 2011 Berner Briefmarken Zeitung.
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COLOUR FOR CHRISTMAS !

For the first time in its history we are introducing some colour to the printed version* of your Newsletter – 
see  the  illustrations  on  Pages  93  and  94  This  is  an  experiment  which  we  hope  will  be  repeated 
occasionally if it is favourably received and finances allow. The illustrations I have chosen are a very 
mixed bunch. Some of Karl Bickel's original sketches for the new designs of the 'Small Landscapes' 
definitives are shown 'as drawn' (i.e. using a reddish shade of chalk) on Page 93. I hope that you will 
agree  that  they  are  very  beautiful  examples  of  the  designer's  artistry  and  justify  the  whole-page 
treatment. Page 94 shows : Figures 1 and 2 – two of Eric Lienhard's picture postcards of the overall 
layout of the Swiss National Exhibition in Bern in 1914 and the 'Swiss Village' at the earlier exhibition in 
Geneva in 1896. (Ref. HPSN Aug. 2009 P.59). Fig. 3 – one of the many poster stamps promoting the 
Swiss National Exhibition 1914 (Italian version) ; Fig. 4 - Charles Kiddle's recently discovered poster 
stamp showing a Zeppelin flying over Luzern (HPSN Jan. 2011 P.8). Fig. 5 – Churchman cigarette card 
from the 'Wonderful Railway Travel' series showing the spiral line on the Bernina Railway (HPSN Feb. 
2011 P.9). Fig. 6 – the part-missing yellow colour variety of the International Telecommunications Union 
stamp (Z13) discovered by Jonathan Cartwright (HPSN February 2009 P. 9). Has anyone seen any other 
examples of Figs. 4 or 6 yet ? 

Figures 7 – 19 show some of the tremendous variety of stamp designs that the PTT and Swiss Post 
have chosen for their postal stationery items. Some have adorned many hundreds of thousands of cards 
or covers, others have had a relatively short  print  run for a specific commemorative card. They are 
described in more detail in the article on Page 97. (Editor)

*Those of you who receive the Newsletter by email already have all the illustrations in colour if the Editor has access to the 
original or a colour illustration of it.

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING

The Annual National Meeting (including the Society's competitions and AGM) will take place on 16th 
and 17th April 2012 at the Swan Hotel in Wells, Somerset. Full details and a booking form are enclosed 
on a separate sheet with this Newsletter.

Why not make this the year that you make an appearance at this event ? Enjoy and benefit from the 
opportunity to add to and share our knowledge of Swiss Philately whilst meeting and socialising with 
fellow members. Additionally, attendance at the AGM enables your voice to be heard with regard to the 
running of the Society. Those members and their partners who have attended in past years know just 
what a pleasant occasion this is and first timers are assured of a very warm welcome. 

FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS

Northern – Saturday  3rd December 2011 - 'MPOs and Special Cancellations' – All Members; 7th January 
2012 – 'Members' Choice'; 4th February – 'Definitives 1960 – 1968' by David Whitworth. All the meetings 
will take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.p.m. Further details 
from David Hope Tel. 0161 303 0091.

Southern – Saturday 25th February 2012 – 'Pre-Stamp Mail and Non-Standard Mail'. The latter can be in 
the form of any item that has not been sent ordinary rate (letter, printed matter, or postcard). Examples 
would be Registered, Express Delivery, Nachnahme, Parcel Post, Official, etc. Future dates in 2012 : 
2nd June – 'Picture Postcards' ; 20th October – 'Airmails'. All three meetings are for members' displays 
and will  take place at the Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire commencing at 
10.30.a.m. Further details from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.
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                Fig. 1   Z202 Pilatus                                               Fig. 2   Z204 Rhône Glacier

              Fig. 3   Z208 Neuflakenstein                                Fig. 4  Z209 Seealpsee with Säntis

Fig. 5    Z205 Gotthard Railway, Val Leventina            Fig. 6    Z304 Alpine Post Road, Val d'Anniviers 
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      Fig. 1         Fig. 2

        Fig. 3                      Figs. 4 & 5      Fig. 6

         Fig. 7          Fig. 8     Fig. 9             Fig. 10

         Fig. 11                     Fig. 12                      Fig. 13                   Fig. 14                         Fig. 15

     Fig. 16         Fig. 17                 Fig. 18          Fig. 19
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THE ORIGINAL SKETCHES BY KARL BICKEL FOR THE 1936 LANDSCAPE DEFINITIVES
RICHARD T. HALL

This article first appeared in the American Helvetia Philatelic Society's journal 'Tell' in September 2008. It 
refers to sketches which were offered for sale at an auction of Schwarzenbach on 18th/19th April 2008 – 
see their catalogue for the sale. The Society is grateful for the permission it has received to print the  
article in our Newsletter from the AHPS and Schwarzenbach Auktion Zürich (Contact details – Address : 
Merkurstrasse 64, 8032 Zürich 7, Schweiz-Switzerland. Tel. : +41 (0)43  244  89  00. Fax. : +41 (0)43  
244  89  01. Website :  www.schwarzenbach-auktion.ch.).The Society is also grateful to Swiss Post for  
allowing it to reproduce illustrations of their stamps.

In 1935 Karl Bickel was given the commission of a lifetime by the General Direction of the PTT – the 
design of a complete new definitive series for Switzerland (see illustrations above). At that time he could 
look back on a successful 11-year collaboration with the PTT and world-wide fame as an engraver. 
Bickel's first designs for the PTT were the 15c through 50c values of the 1923 air mail set (Zumstein F3 
– 9). Following that he designed the 20(+5)c value of the 1927 Pro Juventute issue (Zumstein WI 43), all 
the engraved values of  the Pro  Juventute  issues between 1932 and 1964,  and the  1932 Gotthard 
Railway Anniversary issue of 1932.

                      Z206 Viamala                                                        Z207 Rhine Falls

During  the Summer of  1935 he toured Switzerland by bicycle with  a large sketch book,  red chalk, 
charcoal, a folding stool and a tire repair kit. He evidentally visited all the locations shown in the 1934 
typographed Landscape definitives which had been designed by Eugen Jordi. Whether he was under 
instructions from the PTT to incorporate those views in his new designs may or may not have been the 
case. Perhaps he just liked the views that Jordi had captured. There are subtle differences between 
Bickel's  designs  and Jordi's  (other  than the  obvious  typographed versus  engraved),  particularly  the 
Rhône Glacier and the Rhine Falls values. Bickel added two new designs, the view of the Klus in Jura 
with Neufalkenstein and the Seealpsee with Säntis. But the rest is history – one of the most recognisably 
Swiss definitive series which saw printings in the millions. The sketches are shown above & pp.93 & 96.

Bickel was also commissioned to design the 1949 'Technik und Landschaft' definitive set. While one of 
the values in this set, the 35c Alpine Post Road in the Val d'Anniviers (Zumstein 304), is based on one of 
the sketches he made in 1935 (see Page 93), it remains to be seen if he also sketched the views in the 
other 11 values in that set.

http://www.schwarzenbach-auktion.ch/
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               Unadopted Design – Unterwallis                                 Unadopted Design - Splügen

In the Schwarzenbach auction of 18th - 19th April 2008, ten of these sketches were offered for sale to the 
highest  bidder.  Of  these ten  sketches,  seven were  incorporated into  the  new definitive  series  (see 
illustrations on Page 93 and 95) and one into the 1949 'Technik und Landschaft' definitive series. The 
two  unadopted  designs  of  the  Landscape  series  are  shown  above.  Through  the  courtesy  of  Herr 
Schwarzenbach, we are able to show you the ten sketches together with scans of the eight resulting 
stamps. The prices realised for each sketch at the Auction were - Z202 – CHF520, Z204 – CHF505, 
Z205 Gotthard Railway – CHF 1600, Z206 – CHF1200, Z207 – CHF500, Z208 – CHF1800, Z209 – 
CHF520, Z304 – CHF500; Unadopted designs – Unterwallis – CHF200, Splügen – CHF200. (n.b. the 
sketches on Page 95 were in black and white, those of the unadopted designs in red chalk.)

RARE OPPORTUNITIES

The late Fred Pickard amassed fine collections of Postal Stationery, Route Marks and Fiscal Stamps, 
many of considerable rarity. Werner Gattiker of SwiSStampS has purchased large parts of the Postal 
Staionery and Route Marks material and is offering them for sale through his Postal Offers Lists. He 
believes that the Swiss Fiscals collection will be sold by Rölli at their 2012 Auction in Luzern. Collectors 
should be very grateful for the enormous commitment Fred made to tracking down, researching into and 
preserving  a  vast  number  of  unusual  cards,  covers  and  documents  which  give  fresh  insight  into 
Switzerland's social history. We must hope that the purchasers fully appreciate the importance of the 
material and, like Fred, they provide frequent opportunities for fellow collectors and the wider public to 
view and study them.

THE FOURTH LANGUAGE

I notice in  the latest  edition of  'Focus on Stamps'  that  Christmas greetings are  printed in  German, 
French, Italian and English in Swiss Post's latest official Christmas card. This is good news for those 
sending  messages  to  their  English-speaking  friends  and  relatives,  but  is  no  comfort  to  those  in 
Graubunden hoping for greetings in their local language Romansch. Perhaps some consolation for them 
is that since writing the article 'The Fourth Language' in the July 2011 edition of the Newsletter (Page 56) 
I have come across another stamp with wording in Romansch – the bottom right stamp of the miniature 
sheet commemorating 50 years of the Swiss National Anthem issued on the 5th May 2011. The words of 
the first  verse of the anthem can only be read under UV light – "En l'aurora la damaun ta salida il 
carstgaun,  Spiert etern dominatur, tutpussent !  Cur ch'ils munts straglischan  sura.  Ura liber Svizzer 
ura   Mia olma senta ferm,   mia olma senta ferm Dieu en tschiel,   Il bar etern  Dieu en tschiel  Il bar 
etern."

The English translation of the first verse, as set out in the article in 'Focus on Stamps' (2/2011 P.100), 
reads – "When the morning skies grow red, And over us their radiance shed, Thou, O Lord, appeareth in 
their light. When the Alps glow bright with splendour, Pray to God, to Him surrender. For you feel and 
understand That He dwelleth in this land."

Are there any more PTT/Swiss Post items with Romansch wording ?
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IMPRINTED STAMPS ON POSTAL STATIONERY                                              RICHARD DONITHORN

Further to the short reference to Imprinted Stamps in the October edition of the Newsletter (Page 82). 
This  article  and  the  related  illustrations  are  a  special  tribute  to  the  rarely  mentioned  designers  of 
imprinted stamps which have only appeared on postal stationery cards, covers and wrappers of various 
kinds. n.b. All the illustrations referred to in this article are on Page 94 of this Newsletter.

The first postal stationery envelope with imprinted stamp in Switzerland was produced in 1846 by the 
firm of Lithographie Schmid for La Poste de Canton Geneva. The stamp was based on the company's 
design of the Canton's first definitive gummed stamp – the so-called 'Double-Geneva Eagles' of 1843 
and was very similar to the second version, the 'Little Eagle' with minor modifications. The name of the 
actual designer, who was presumably employed by Herr Schmid, is not recorded.

The first Swiss Federal postal stationery envelopes with imprinted stamps were issued in 1867. The 
design of the oval embossed stamp, a dove carrying a letter above a Swiss cross in a shield with alpine 
roses and 22 stars, representing the number of Cantons at that time, was the work of a German artist 
living in Bern – Alexander Hutter  (1817 – 76).  The PTT issued a postal  stationery card in  1976 to 
commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Swiss Postal  Stationery Collectors'  Society (coincidentally, 
also the year of Herr Hutter's death). It showed his first essay in blue on the picture side (Fig.7). The 
Postal Department eventually used his third essay with minor alterations to produce the final design 
which appeared in 5 (brown), 10 (carmine-red), 25 (green) and 30c (blue) denominations (Fig.8).

The first Federal postal stationery card with imprinted stamp was issued in 1870. The design of the 
stamp was similar to that on the earlier envelopes but with the addition of some edelweiss. Fig.9 is taken 
from the illustration of the card on the PTT's GABRA ll commemorative card published in 1985. In 1873 a 
much simpler oval design (larger numeral and without the dove and flowers) was introduced for cards 
and newspaper wrappers (Fig.10). This was further modified in 1879 and 1882, particularly the design of 
the shield. 

The adopted designs of the contemporary definitive gummed stamps were used for postal stationery 
from 1907 – the 'Tell Boy', Helvetia and in 1922, William Tell. Fig.11 is an example of the 'Tell Boy' design 
used on a wrapper – the embossed version shows Herr Welti's much maligned first design at its best. 

Stamp designs specifically for postal stationery cards (including Bundesfeier cards) were re-introduced 
in 1923. They included the Dove design in 1924 (Fig.12), the very attractive, classical 'Mater Fluviorum' 
in 1930 (Fig.13), the ubiquitous, very simple 'Large Numerals' in 1931 in various shades of brown, green 
and purple (Fig.14). and an updated 'Large Numeral' design in 1967 (Fig.15).  

The PTT and later the Swiss Post have issued a number of commemorative postal cards with imprinted 
stamps. In the early years such events were sporadic, the authorities tending to use the adopted design 
of the gummed commemorative stamp (e.g. for the 25th Anniversary of the UPU in 1900, the Swiss 
National Exhibition in 1939 (also covers),  the Centenaries of  the Federal  Railways in 1947 and the 
Federal Postal Service in 1949) or a contemporary gummed definitive stamp (e.g. for the Inauguration of 
the UPU Statue in Bern in 1909 (Tell  Boy and Helvetia)  and the Swiss National  Exhibition in  1914 
(Helvetia). 

A significant innovation was the design for the abnormally large imprinted stamp unique to the card 
commemorating the Centenary of the Basel Zoo in 1974 by Y. Matti  (Fig.16).  This idea of a unique 
design for an imprinted stamp on a commemorative card was not repeated until 1981 (for LURABA – 
Space Shuttle) and then again in 1983 (for TEMBAL in Basel). Since then the PTT/Swiss Post gradually 
increased  the  frequency of  issuing commemorative  cards.  Sometimes  they  utilised a  contemporary 
definitive or commemorative stamp design for the imprinted stamp and sometimes (particularly more 
recently) they have relied on the sender affixing a gummed stamp. Many others have imprinted stamps 
unique to them. They include cards commemorating Sporting (e.g. Fig.17 World Ski Championships in 
St. Moritz in 2003 by Sascha Gessert) and Day of the Stamp events (e.g. Fig.18 by Werner Wydegger of 
Olten in 2006) and the one-off set of 11 picture cards of Swiss Lakes issued between 2000 and 2004 
each with a differently designed stamp (e.g. Fig.19 by Brigit Herrmann). If anyone has details of the 
names of the designers of the stamps the subjects of Figures 10 and 12 – 15, please let the Editor know.

Acknowledgements : 'Switzerland's Postal Envelope Essays and Proofs' by Harlan F. Stone ('Tell' July 
2008). The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for allowing it to reproduce illustrations of their stamps and 
cards.
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BRITISH INTERNED IN SWITZERLAND PART TWO                                                     DERRICK SLATE

The first part of this article was published in the November issue of the HPS Newsletter pages 83 – 85.

Fig 4 - Three post cards sent by interned British POW 9085 Private J. Clarke of the 2nd Manchester 
Regiment to Miss. P. Bradshaw in Brondesbury,  London.  This correspondence is interesting. Private 
Clarke must have been on the Second Train of 150 POWs who arrived in Zürich on the 30th  May and 
later stopped at Bern where he posted the first postcard referred to below. 

Top card  – sent on 30th May 1916  from Bern (Federal cancel). Purple, straight, two-line Prisoner of War 
hand-stamp : "Internement des Prisonniers de Guerre, Kriegsgefangenen – Internierung in der Schweiz" 
The message reads “Dear Miss Bradshaw, I have removed again. I have gone to Switzerland & we got a 
grand Reception from the Swiss People & we expect to be more comfortable now. Will send you a letter 
when I  reach our Destination. Yours Sincerely,  Prte James Clarke (2nd Manchester  Regiment).”  Red 
straight-line arrival date-stamps - “LONDON F. S. PAID 7(?) JUN 16”. n.b. London PAID was applied to 
Military Mail so that anyone handling the mail would know that it was 'free post'. 

Middle card – sent on 7th June 1916 from the Hotel Victoria, Château d'Oex (Federal cancel). Purple 
straight two-line POW hand-stamp : "Internement des Prisonniers de Guerre, Château d'Oex – Suisse” 
There were two types of this Army personnel cachet in French for Château d'Oex. This cover shows 
Type 1 which is  distinguished by the 'C' of Château being under the 't' of Internement). The message 
reads : “Dear Miss Bradshaw, Just a line to let  you know I have been exchanged from Germany to 
Switzerland and am doing very well. Will send a letter later. Yours Obedient (please stop parcels).”

Bottom card – sent on 31st August 1916 from Château d'Oex. Message reads : “I will send you some 
more cards later.  Yours sincerely,  J.  Clarke” Type of cancel and POW hand-stamp as 'middle card'. 
Arrival date stamp London F. S. PAID 5 SEP 16.
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Fig. 5 -  A special cover of Château d'Oex headed front and back : 'British Prisoner of War interned in 
Switzerland' (printed in Lausanne) sent on 30th August 1916 (cds) by 27414 Private James Wishart 15th 

Battalion, Canadians Regiment at Hotel La Soldanelle, Château d'Oex to Miss M.J.M. Laren in Glasgow. 
Purple straight two-line POW hand-stamp in French for Château d'Oex. This cover shows Type II of the 
hand-stamp –  letters closer together and 'C' of  Château under 'n'  of  Internement. Length of top line 
'Internement des Prisonniers de Geurre' – 62.5 mm. bottom line 'Château d'Oex – Suisse' – 49.5 mm. 
Red arrival date stamp – 'LONDON F.S. PAID Sep 4. 16. 

      Fig. 6    Fig. 7

Fig. 6 - Cover sent from Rossiniere near Château d'Oex on 11th September 1916 from interned British 
POW Major R. F. Meiklejohn of the Royal Warwickshire Regiment to the Fine Art and General Insurance 
Co. Ltd. Bond Street, London. Cancelled “11 IX 16 Rossiniere”. Red arrival mark - “LONDON F. S. PAID 
14 SEP 16” The contemporary picture postcard gives an idea of the size and character of Rossiniere at 
that time.

Fig. 7 - Picture postcard posted from the Regina Hotel, Mürren on 19th August 1916 to A. E. Townshend 
Esq. of Kensington, London from interned British POW 5530 J. Lyons Scots Guards. Purple handstamp - 
“Internement des Prisonniers de Guerre MÜRREN – SUISSE”. No London F.S. receiving cancellation.

NEWS FROM AMERICA

Several  AHPS members  are  planning  to  exhibit  at  the  Swiss  national  stamp show NABA Stans in 
October 2012. If you are interested a prospectus and entry forms (to be returned by 31st January 2012) 
are available from  www.naba-stans-2012.ch The AHPS's book 'Philately of Switzerland' won a Large 
Silver award (75 points) at PHILNIPPON earlier this year.

http://www.naba-stans-2012.ch/
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ANNUAL SOCIETY SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE DUE

A reminder to pay your subscriptions is enclosed with this Newsletter. Prompt payment would greatly 
assist your Treasurer and help to ensure that the Society's finances remain in a healthy state. If you sign 
up to receive your newsletter by E-mail (some illustrations are in colour every month) your subscription 
will only be £15 to reflect the savings on distribution costs. Thankyou all.

THE NEWSLETTER QUESTIONNAIRE

Thankyou to all those members who have taken the trouble to complete and return the questionnaire 
sent  with  the November  Newsletter.  They have raised a number  of  interesting  points  which should 
certainly help to improve the publication. I could really do with a few more (at least !) to ensure that the 
response is a truly representative sample of the views of the majority of the membership, including those 
who do not usually get in touch with me. Thankyou in anticipation. The results of the exercise will be 
published in the Newsletter in the New Year and referred to your Committee for consideration. 

Among the subjects suggested by members for future articles in the Newsletter were : Postal Rates, 
Pre-stamp and the 'Classics', help for the less-experienced, Auction news, Postcards, Liechtenstein, a 
column similar to 'Did You Know ?' and translations of key articles from the German. Are there any 
budding authors out there to fulfil their desires ?

REPORT OF NORTHERN REGION MEETING – NOVEMBER 2011                                    DAVID HOPE

'Swiss Postal Coaches' was the subject of David Hope's presentation at the November meeting of the 
Northern Group. David began by saying that he started this theme thirty years ago when he purchased a 
booklet issued for the 75th Anniversary of the Postal Motor Coaches. He has been gathering material of 
one sort and another over this time without knowing exactly what was out there. For example, only this 
year has he found out how many postal stationery cards show postal coaches. This as a result of the 
new publication illustrating all the pictures on the cards (book in the Society library). David then gave 
some background to the introduction of the motor postal coaches in 1906. He pointed out that the Swiss 
Post Office early on decided not to try to compete with the railways and instead co-operate with them. 
The introduction of motor coaches in 1906 was illustrated by max. cards and postmarks of the 50th and 
100th anniversary issues. It was not until 1917 that the postal authorities made the decision to finally opt 
for the petrol engine over the horse. In 1918 -19 came the first tackling of the higher ground with the 
crossing of the Simplon Pass in 1919. 

At the end of the First World War the Swiss Army handed a large number of vehicles over to the Post. 
These were converted into postal coaches carrying 8, 12 and 17 passengers. They used pneumatic 
tyres and had three braking systems. It was these vehicles which from 1920 began to tackle the high 
alpine passes, starting with the lowest and building to the highest.  These events coincided with the 
introduction of the illustrations on the postal stationery cards some of which showed postal coaches on 
the passes. David showed a number of ordinary postcards of postal coaches on route. The Post Office 
also commissioned Swiss artists to produce posters publicising the Alpine routes for tourists. Modern 
reproductions were shown. David then illustrated the changing types of postal coach into the 1930s as 
well as the development of winter services in connection with the increase in winter sports taking place. 
From the 1960s the postal coaches had to compete with increasing car ownership. This resulted in a 
number of campaigns publicising the postal coaches through slogan postmarks, on stamp booklets, on 
postcards and the adverts in packs of postcards as well as sets of postcards on sale at post offices. As a 
result  the postal  coaches continue to go from strength to  strength.  In  2010 there were  798 routes 
covering 11,007 km carrying 121.2 m passengers totalling 103.6 m kilometres travelled. There was much 
discussion about  the subject  and David was thanked by chairman,  David Colman, for  a fascinating 
presentation. Tony Hoyle was also thanked for bringing along a complete set of the letter cards issued 
for the 1939 Exhibition showing postal coaches.

Copyright © The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain and the authors stated. The views expressed by the contributors to
 this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Society. Goods and services advertised are provided for the benefit of members

 and the Society cannot accept any responsibility for subsequent transactions between buyers and sellers.
 For more information on the Society's services go to its Website – www.swiss-philately.co.uk
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SOCIETY ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 2012

MONDAY 16th AND TUESDAY 17th APRIL 2012

THE SWAN HOTEL  SADLER STREET  WELLS  SOMERSET BA5 2RX

PROGRAMME MONDAY 10.00 A.M.
INTRODUCTION – THE HEINZ KATCHER MEMORIAL DISPLAY GIVEN BY BOB 

MEDLAND ENTITLED “HANDSTAMP OR CANCELLATION? : AN EXPLANATION OF 
THE MYSTERIES OF POSTMARKS.”

BUFFET LUNCH – 2.00 P.M. CUP COMPETITIONS – AUCTION – SOCIETY DINNER

PROGRAMME TUESDAY 10.00 A.M.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - MEMBERS' DISPLAYS – FAREWELLS 
ending at approximately 1.00 p.m.

THROUGHOUT THE TWO DAYS WERNER GATTIKER WILL HAVE A LARGE 
SELECTION OF HIS STOCK AVAILABLE.

CUP COMPETITIONS - FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 86 OF THE NOVEMBER 2009 
NEWSLETTER.

THOSE WISHING TO SELL AT THE AUCTION SHOULD BRING A LIST (in duplicate) OF 
THEIR LOTS INDICATING, IF REQUIRED, RESERVE PRICES.

MEMBERS’ DISPLAYS – MEMBERS ARE ENCOURAGED TO DISPLAY AN UNSPECIFIED 
NUMBER OF PAGES. THESE CAN COVER ANY SUBJECT (HIGH BROW OR LOW BROW 
OR SOMEWHERE IN BETWEEN) WHICH THEY WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH THEIR 
FRIENDS

The  historic  hotel,  situated  directly  opposite  the  Cathedral  in  the  heart  of  England’s 
smallest cathedral city, offers modern amenities, comfortable accommodation and award 
winning food. Parking available on site. Arrangements can be made to meet members 
arriving at Bristol railway station. The Wells Museum and Visitor Centre, Wells Cathedral, 
the moated Bishop’s Palace and Vicars Close are all within walking distance. Within easy 
travelling distance are attractions such as Wookey Hole, Cheddar Gorge and Caves and 
Glastonbury Abbey and Tor. In all an ideal venue for a pleasant and relaxing break.

A fee of £25.00 per member attending is payable in advance to the Honorary Treasurer, 
Norton Wragg, to cover the cost of refreshments on both days and a buffet lunch on the 
Monday. Accommodation on a Dinner, Bed and Breakfast basis (book by phoning 01749 
836300  mentioning  the  Society  when  a  deposit  of  £50.00  will  be  requested) is 
available at special rates of £67.00 per person per night (doubles), £77.00 single. Superior 
rooms an additional £12.50 pppn. Note that the cost of the Society Dinner on Monday 
evening is included in the D, B & B rate for those staying at  the hotel.  For those not 
booked into the hotel there will be a charge of £27.50 payable to the Treasurer on the day.

BOOKING FORM TO BE SENT TO

NORTON WRAGG, 10 MANOR CRESCENT, TYTHERINGTON, MACCLESFIELD, 
CHESHIRE SK10 2EN

I wish to attend the Society’s Annual National Meeting and enclose my cheque for £25.00 
payable to Helvetia Philatelic Society.

I (and my partner)…………………………wish to join the Monday evening Society Dinner.

Name (please print)……………………………………………………………………………..


